Network science is increasingly being developed to get new insights about behavior and properties of complex systems represented in terms of nodes and interactions. One useful approach is investigating localization properties of eigenvectors having diverse applications including disease-spreading phenomena in underlying networks. In this work, we evolve an initial random network with an edge rewiring optimization technique considering the inverse participation ratio as a fitness function. The evolution process yields a network having localized principal eigenvector. We analyze various properties of the optimized networks and those obtained at the intermediate stage. Our investigations reveal the existence of few special structural features of such optimized networks including the presence of a set of edges which are necessary for the localization, and rewiring only one of them leads to a complete delocalization of the principal eigenvector. Our investigation reveals that PEV localization is not a consequence of a single network property, and preferably requires co-existence of various distinct structural as well as spectral features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networks provide a simple framework to understand and predict properties of complex real-world systems by modeling them in terms of interacting units [1] . This framework is particularly successful in explaining various mechanisms behind the emergence of collective behaviors of systems arising due to the local interaction patterns of their components. Principal eigenvector (PEV) corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the network's adjacency matrix has been shown to be particularly helpful in getting insight into the propagation or localization of perturbation in the underlying systems [2] . One key factor of our interest is to understand properties of networks which may help in spreading or restricting perturbation in networks captured by PEV localization [3] . For instance, during a disease outbreak, one will be interested in knowing if the disease will spread through the underlying network leading to the pandemic or will be localized to a smaller section of the network [2, 4] . Similarly, one may be interested in spreading a particular information, for instance, awareness of vaccination at the time of disease outbreak, or may wish to restrict or localize a perturbation like rumor propagation [5] .
Furthermore, metal-insulator transition has been extensively studied using Anderson localization in solid-state physics [6] driving interest to investigate localization transition in complex networks [7] [8] [9] . Localization of an eigenvector refers to a state when few components of the vector take very high values while rest of the components take small values. In the current study, we use inverse participation ratio (IPR) to quantify the eigenvector localization [2] . Localization properties of PEV have been shown to provide insight into the propagation of perturbation in mutualistic ecological networks [3] , an existence of rare regions in brain networks [10] , and efficient functioning of Google matrix [11] . Recently, eigenvector localizations properties have been related to scaling parameter of scale-free networks [12] as well as used for detecting communities in multilayer and temporal networks [13] . Goltsev et al. reported that PEV localization of scalefree networks exists only for the power law exponent being greater than a critical value [2] . On the contrary, Pastor-Satorras et al. have shown that PEV of all the power-law degree distributed networks are localized to some extent, with the existence of two different types of localization based on the degree of the nodes [12] . Nevertheless, they noted that these two different types of localization are not so evident in real-world networks [12] . Furthermore, localization has been investigated for eigenvector centrality defining the score of each node based on its neighborhood properties and is a common measure for determining the importance of nodes in networks. However, it was also found that the eigenvector centrality may fail upon consequence of PEV localization [14] . Network properties such as the presence of hubs, the existence of dense subgraph, and a power-law degree distribution are few factors known to make a network more localized than the corresponding random one [2, 14] . Another work mentioned that eigenvector localization positively correlates with the variance of weighted degree distribution [3] . However, a merely presence or absence of these features may not guarantee a highly localized PEV. In other words, incorporating one of these features may not yield a network which has the most localized PEV for a given network size. All these insist a systematic investigation of the role of various network properties in the PEV localization as also suggested in [12] . In the current study, we examine various structural and spectral properties of the networks when they are evolved from a delocalized to the localized state? We mainly concentrate on the following aspects: How can one achieve a network having the most or highly localized PEV for a given network size? What are the particular structural properties or local patterns the network corresponding to the most localized PEV has? This article demonstrates that the most localized behavior of PEV does not have a direct correlation with a single structural property of the underlying network. The optimized network concerning localized PEV possesses a special structural feature highlighting requirement of several structural and spectral properties. Starting with a connected random network topology, we generate a network which has a highly localized PEV using an optimization technique for the network evolution. Rewiring of the network happens in such a manner that each rewiring step yields the PEV more localized than the previous step. We analyze various structural and spectral properties of the networks during the optimization process. Our analysis demonstrates that PEV localization is not a consequence of existence or absence an individual network property, rather requires combinations of many. We succeed in constructing a blueprint of the network topology corresponding to a highly localized PEV. Our investigations reveal that the most optimized network possesses a special structure. Furthermore, we find that there exists a set of edges in the optimized network, rewiring any one of them leads to a complete delocalization of the PEV. We show that this sensitivity of the PEV localization is related to the behavior of second largest eigenvalue of the underlying network. Our analysis further elucidates that there exists an evolution regime where networks are as localized as the optimized one, however, they are robust against single edge rewiring concerning PEV localization. Additionally, we learn that properties of the intermediate and the final optimized structure remain same irrespective of the topology of initial network structure.
II. METHODS
We represent a simple undirected connected network as G = {V, E}, where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . v N } and E = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . e M } represent the set of nodes and edges, where N and M denote the size of V and E, respectively. The present work restricts to simple networks, i.e. the network without multiple connections and self-loop. We refer E c = {e stands for the degree sequence of G. The spectrum of G is a set of eigenvalues {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ N } of A where λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ N , and corresponding eigenvectors are {X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X N }. As A is a real symmetric matrix, all the eigenvalues are real. Moreover, A is a nonnegative matrix and G is always connected, hence from the Perron-Frobenius theorem [15] , all the entries of PEV are positive. Therefore, for a connected network, PEV is said to be localized when a large number of components take value near to zero and only a few have large values. We quantify the eigenvector localization using the IPR [2] as follows,
where x i is the i th component of normalized eigenvector, X k with k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, in the Euclidean norm. A delocalized eigenvector with compo-
has an IPR value 1/N , whereas a most localized eigenvector with components [1, 0, . . . , 0] leads to the IPR value equal to 1. For a connected network, IPR value lies between these two extreme values.
For a given N and M , our aim is to get a connected network which has the most localized PEV corresponding to the maximum IPR value. For a particular value of N and M , if we can enumerate all the possible network configurations, the network corresponding to the maximum IPR value will be our desired network. The number of possible network configurations for a given N and M is of the order O(N 2M ) [16] . Therefore, we formulate this problem through an optimization technique as follows.
Given an input graph G with N vertices, M edges and a function ζ : ℜ N ×1 → ℜ, we want to compute the maximum possible value of ζ(G) over all the simple, connected, undirected, and unweighted graph G. Thus, we are maximizing the objective function ζ(G)=IP R(X 1 ) = x 4 1 + · · ·+x 4 N subject to the constraints that x 2 1 +· · ·+x 2 N = 1, and 0 < x i < 1. Furthermore, the optimization process helps us in assessing the impact of structural and spectral properties of networks on IPR value of PEV as networks evolve from the delocalized to a localized state. We refer the initial network as G init and the optimized network as G opt .
Starting from an initial connected random network, we use an edge rewiring approach based on a Monte Carlo algorithm to obtain the most optimized network in an iterative manner. For a single edge rewiring process, we choose an edge e i ∈ E uniformly and independently at random from G and remove it. At the same time, we introduce an edge in the network from E c , which preserves the total number of edges during the network evolution. The new network and the corresponding adjacency matrix are denoted as G ′ and A ′ , respectively. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A ′ are indicated as {λ
It is important to remark that during the network evolution there is a possibility that an edge rewiring makes the network disconnected. We only approve those rewiring steps which yield a connected graph. We calculate the IPR value of PEV from A and get a network which has the PEV more localized than the previous network. We repeat the above steps until we obtain the maximum IPR value corresponding to the optimized network, G opt .
III. RESULTS
Starting with an initial connected random network generated using Erdös-Rényi (ER) algorithm [15] , the evolution process based on the PEV localization forces a change in the initial network structure. The ER random network is generated with an edge probability k /N , where k is the average degree of the network. Based on the nature of changes in the IPR value, we can divide the evolution into three different regions; r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 . In the first region, each rewiring yields a small change in the IPR value, whereas, in r 2 region, changes in the IPR values are much larger. The r 3 region represents the saturation state ( Fig. 1(a) ). This is also referred as the critical region, explained later. At the beginning of the optimization process, the evolution of the IPR with rewiring is slow as there exist many nodes with degree close to each other ( Fig. 2(a) ). Consequently, for optimized rewiring, there exist several options for edges, rewiring which leads to an enhancement in the IPR value. Once, a node becomes clear hub by attaining considerable larger degree than the rest of the nodes (region r 2 and Fig. 2(b) ), the PEV entries corresponding to that node keeps on becoming larger (Fig. 2(e) ) and those of all other nodes get considerably smaller values, yielding a fast growth in the IPR values for each rewiring. As described in the previous section, the total number of edges is fixed throughout the evolution. Therefore, it is rearrangements of the links which affect the localization properties of the network. Moreover, we know that presence of localization affects many structural properties such as the largest degree (k max ), the average clustering coefficient ( CC ), degree distribution, etc. [2, 9, 14] . We keep a record of all these properties during the evolution and observe that k max starts rising as IPR value increases ( Fig. 1(a) ) and reaches its maximum value much before the IPR achieves its maxima ( Fig. 1(b) ). This indicates that these two quantities affect each other positively, but they are not strongly related. Further to study a possible relation between k max and IPR value of PEV, we use the configuration model [17] of the G opt that has an IPR value which is much smaller than the optimal IPR value, even though both have the same k max and the degree sequence. This finding indicates that presence of a hub node or a particular degree sequence is important for PEV localization. Nevertheless, these may not be the only requirements for achieving a localized PEV, and thus we investigate other structural properties which contribute into the localization. The clustering coefficient is known to play a significant role in localization transition on complex networks [9] . We investigate CC vs. IPR during the evolution process. We find that as IPR value increases slowly in the r 1 region, while CC remains almost constant ( Fig. 1(c) ). In the r 2 region, CC increases rapidly with the evolution and finally gets saturated to a particular value in r 3 region. It suggests that IPR and CC have a relation. One possible way to check this relationship is by constructing a network with the same
and CC as for G opt and to compare the IPR values of both the networks. Interestingly, the network constructed by the algorithm adopted from [18] has IPR value far lesser than the G opt . This experiment indicates that regulating CC leads to a localization of PEV, but it is not as high as G opt . Therefore, we investigate other structural properties which might contribute to the PEV localization. One such property is the degree-degree correlation of the networks which we measure using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient [15] . The degree-degree correlation (r deg−deg ) during the evo- lution process exhibits an increment in the beginning when there is a small change in the IPR value (r 1 ) and decreases rapidly with a further increase in IPR value (r 2 ). Finally, both become saturated ( Fig. 1(d) ) and G opt is a disassortative network. To check the importance of disassortativity for the localization, we perform an experiment by constructing a network using Sokolov algorithm [19] which has the same r deg−deg as of the G opt . However, this construction also fails to yield the IPR value as high as for G opt . Further, the degree and clustering coefficient vectors manifest a negative correlation ( Fig. 1(e) ) whereas local clustering coefficient and PEV indicates a high positive correlation ( Fig. 1(f) ). These two measurements do provide us information about the possible structure of the networks but do not tell what the structure exactly is. The most intriguing result of our investigation is that we get a special network topology corresponding to the optimized IPR value concerning PEV. The optimized network consists of two components of different sizes which are connected to each other via a single node (Fig. 3) . In the beginning of the evolution process (starting at r 1 region), the degree distribution of the network follows Poisson law (Fig. 2 (a) ). The evolution process forces to change the network structure in a very typical manner such that the degree of one node becomes much higher than the rest of the nodes in the network at the intermediate stage (Fig. 2(b) ). In the r 3 region, the degree distribution of the optimal structure which has the most localized PEV is depicted in Fig. 2(c) . One can notice that it has two peaks at lower k values, and there exists one point corresponding to the hub node lying very far from these two peaks. The first smaller peak is contributed by the nodes lying in the smaller part of the network (Fig. 3(left) ), and the larger peak is coming from, the larger component having optimized network structure. Similarly, the distribution of the PEV entries during the network evolution take shape in such a manner that at the r 2 and r 3 regions (in Fig. 2(e) and Fig. 2(f) ) more number of nodes have tiny weights at corresponding PEV entries and less number of nodes have large weight which is an indication of a highly localized PEV (Fig. 2(d) ). Further, it is visible in Fig. 2(f) that each node belonging to the small component ( Fig. 3(left) ) of the G opt has large PEV weight whereas those belonging to the larger component has smaller PEV weights. Note that, in between any two increments in IPR values as evolution progresses, there exists several edge rewiring which does not lead to an increase in the IPR value. If we consider rewiring of all the edges, and not only those which lead to an increase in the IPR value, we get surprising results. In the r 3 region (Fig. 4) , IPR value gets almost saturated, and there exists only a subtle increment in its value with a further evolution of the network. Though the network in this region has the maximum IPR value, there exist few edges, rewiring them leads to a sudden drop in the IPR value resulting in the complete delocalization of PEV from a highly localized state. It reveals that only a single edge rewiring makes the most localized PEV to delocalized and this phenomenon is observed for sparse networks in r 3 region (Fig. 4) . We look forward to identifying the set of special edges and the rewiring locations, perturbing which, lead to delocalization of PEV. It turns out that in the optimized network if we remove an edge connected to the hub node inside the smaller component (Fig. 3(right) ) the IPR value drops down leading to a complete delocalization of PEV. Interestingly, just before the saturation (region r 2 ) if we rewire an edge which is connected to the hub, no sudden drop is observed in the IPR value. This is a region highlighted within a square in (Fig. 4) where IPR value is much larger than the initial ER random network as well as is robust against the edge rewiring. Whereas in the r 3 region, though the network achieves the maximum IPR value, it becomes very sensitive to the single edge rewiring. Most importantly, by controlling few edges, we can control the PEV localization of the entire network.
To check the robustness of the emerged localized network structure against changes in the initial network, we start the evolution process on the scale-free (SF) network considered as the initial structure. The SF network is constructed using Barabasi-Albert preferential attachment model [15] . The network gets evolved through the similar r 1 , r 2 region of slow and fast changes in IPR values, and finally, leads to the saturation region r 3 . The final optimal structure remains same as depicted by Fig. 3 . There exist few changes occurring before the network reaches to the final optimized structure. A prime change is that reaching to the saturation state (r 3 ) is faster when one starts with an SF network structure. The reason behind this slightly faster convergence is that the PEV of the SF network is already slightly localized due to the presence of a hub node. Moreover, the optimization process acts on a network already having a hub node which causes shrinkage in the slow evolution region (r 1 ). Additionally, we consider few real-world networks as our starting initial network structure, and again the final optimal network structure remains the same as found earlier with the existence of critical region r 3 . For example, we consider C.elegans frontal [20] and C.elegans neural [21] network as the initial network structure and achieve the similar structure as obtained from the ER and SF networks through the evolution process (Fig. 5) . Further, we consider the impact of changes in the network size on the properties of the optimized network structure. As network size increases, the evolution process remains same as depicted by Fig. 6(a) . The final optimized network structure achieves through the intermediate stage and attains the same structure (Fig. 3) . However, as N increases, it takes more evolution time for a network to be optimized ( Fig. 6(a) In the following, we attempt to understand the emergence of the special structure as a consequence of optimization as well as the sensitivity of PEV in the critical region. The eigenvalues of a network adjacency matrix lie in a bulk region separated from extremal eigenvalues at both the side which lie outside the bulk. It is known that the extremal eigenvalues, particularly the largest one, may follow completely different statistical properties than those lie in the bulk [22] . Furthermore, the number of eigenvalues lying outside the bulk is known to be equal to the number of communities in the network [23] . For a random network without any community structure, there exists only one eigenvalue which lies outside the bulk region and all other eigenvalues including the second largest λ 2 are part of the bulk region [23] . As depicted in Fig. 7 , value of λ 2 is much smaller than the value of λ 1 in the initial network structure corresponding to ER, SF, and C.elegans neural networks. During the evolution, λ 2 starts shifting towards λ 1 , i.e. λ 2 starts drifting away from the bulk region. This drift in λ 2 is not surprising as we know that the final optimized structure consists of two parts or communities, and hence there should be two eigenvalues which lie outside the bulk. However, the interesting observation is that for the optimized network, λ 2 not only drift away from the bulk but becomes very close to λ 1 , in fact, λ 1 ∼ λ 2 . Almost the same values for both the eigenvalues might be a reason behind sensitivity of PEV for a single edge rewiring. Markov chain and its associated transition matrix have been extensively studied in network science. It has been reported that when the two largest eigenvalues of a transition matrix become very close to each other, PEV which is known as the stationary probability distribution vector becomes sensitive to a small perturbation in the transition matrix [24] . Consequently, the associated Markov chain becomes decomposable [25] . The transition matrices are different from the adjacency matrices considered here; nevertheless, largest two eigenvalues being close to each other and sensitivity of PEV occurring at the same evolution time is brings forward an insight into the behavior of PEV localization. When PEV becomes highly localized resulting in λ 1 ∼ λ 2 , the network structure becomes very sensitive for rewiring and may lead to a complete delocalization of PEV even for a single edge rewiring (Fig. 4) . Nevertheless, there exists open question that why the network having a highly localized PEV displays λ 1 ∼ λ 2 . This finding brings about more physics in the context of PEV localization and invites further investigations and analytical treatment.
IV. DISEASE SPREADING IN LOCALIZED NETWORKS
Starting from the ER random or SF networks as an initial network, we can achieve an optimized network structure which has highly localized PEV. To demonstrate the efficiency of these artificially constructed network structures for a dynamic process, we use the standard susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) disease spreading model [2] . We observe the behavior of spreading process at different stages of the optimization process. In the SIS model, each susceptible vertex becomes infected with the infection rate γ and infected vertices become susceptible with the unit rate. With probability ρ i , a vertex i infected by its neighbours, and the prevalence is given by ρ = N i=1 ρ i /N . We know that when the infection rate γ cross the epidemic threshold i.e. γ > γ c = 1 λ1 [26] the disease will spread over the networks. However, if the PEV of the network's adjacency matrix is localized, in the vicinity of the epidemic threshold γ c + ǫ, ǫ > 0 the disease infects a small number of vertices and spreading process becomes slow. As a result, it requires a larger value of γ for spreading the disease over the network. Fig. 8 manifests that for the initial network, for a value of γ which is slightly larger than γ c , disease infects a large number of vertices. Whereas, for the networks corresponding to the intermediate and the optimized states, there exist very few vertices which get infected.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, starting from an initial random network, we achieve a network structure through a Monte Carlo based optimization method. The final optimized network possesses a highly localized PEV quantified by the IPR value. We analyze various structural and spectral properties of the optimized network as well as the networks at the intermediate state before the optimized structure is reached. In other words, we develop a learning framework to explore localization of eigenvector through a samplingbased optimization method. We demonstrate that PEV localization is not a consequence of a single network property and rather requires co-existence of several structural features. The final optimized network possesses a special structure and which we have shown to be robust against changes in the initial network structure. We demonstrate the robustness of the results by considering various popular network models as well as two real-world networks as an initial network structure. Furthermore, we characterize the evolution regime into different states. In the intermediate state, though the networks are not best optimized in terms of the PEV localization, they are robust against changes in single edge rewiring. Whereas, PEV is sensitive against single edge rewiring in the critical region. Our analysis identifies a special set of edges which are essential for the (de)localization of PEV in the most optimized network structure. Rewiring any one edge of this set leads to a complete delocalization of PEV. We observe that this emergence of sensitivity in the PEV and shifting of λ 2 close to λ 1 happens simultaneously suggesting a relation between the special structure of the optimized network and the second largest eigenvalue, in addition to the first, of the network. We further identify the evolution regime which corresponds to the networks having PEV localization almost same as that of the optimized network but the localization property being robust against the edge rewiring. It may not always be feasible to rewire a real-world network to such an extent so as to get a desired PEV localization behavior. However, the results and approach here will be more useful in constructing an artificial network with a desired localization behavior. Further, there exist few real-world systems where rewiring can be achieved rather easily. For instance, functional connectivity in the brain can be changed by providing suitable input to get a desired localization behavior [27] . This is particularly relevant for epileptic seizure as PEV localization has been shown to be useful to understand criticality in brain networks [10] . Eigenvector localization is an important aspect of potential use in understanding propagation mechanisms in various systems such as the virus spread in computer networks [28] , vibration confinement systems like springmass-damping systems and for constructing piezoelectric networks [29, 30] . Further, the present work focuses on undirected and unweighted networks; the approach can be extended to obtain a comprehensive picture of PEV localization on directed and weighted networks. Furthermore, this paper is restricted to PEV of adjacency matrices; however, it will be interesting to study the consequence of other lower order eigenvectors localization on emerging network properties [31] . To conclude, our study provides a deeper insight to the PEV localization on synthetic as well as on empirical networks. Though, the prime concern of our analysis to have insights into the network structure and PEV localization, using SIS model, we verify that in the optimal and the intermediate stages spreading of disease is much slower than the initial random structure. Additionally, earlier work has related spectral properties with change in the matrix elements [32] ; here we show that how a function of PEV relates with the change in the matrix elements arising due to the edge rewiring. Moreover, the identification of critical region where a sudden IPR drops happen adds another dimension to eigenvector behavior of complex networks.
